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Study Purpose
Executive Summary
Study Area
The I‐587/Albany Avenue/Broadway Intersection is located at
the western edge of the city of Kingston and serves as a major
entrance to the City. The intersection marks the abrupt transition
from a short, high‐speed Interstate highway to the urban fabric of
the City of Kingston. The Intersection controls access to the main
arteries of the City and most of its economic drivers. Broadway runs
north/south through the heart of City and serves schools and
hospitals along its corridor, as well as its own ‘main street’
businesses. Broadway also leads to the City’s revitalized waterfront.
Albany Avenue provides an east/west link between Kingston’s
neighborhoods and the uptown shopping areas and government
offices. The Intersection is located amid a mix of commercial and
residential structures that offer the first glimpse of the City for
visitors. Historic buildings front the intersection as do relatively
recent commercial buildings.
The study area includes the road network adjacent to the
Intersection to ensure that design alternatives would allow these to
operate with acceptable parameters (see Figure 1). The study also
includes a discussion of how to improve the linkage between the
transportation system and the future development pattern for the
uptown area that can reduce congestion while expanding economic
opportunity.

The Intersection is currently scheduled for reconstruction in
2016. The study is an effort by the UIster County Transportation
Council (UCTC), working collaboratively with the NYSDOT and the
City of Kingston, to engage the community to determine the most
effective and acceptable alternative for this reconstruction. The
UCTC established a Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) that
included local officials and stakeholders that lived or worked near
the intersection, as well as transit providers and emergency
responders. The following goals were established by the UCTC for
the Study.
 Reduce vehicle and pedestrian delays
 Improve vehicular and pedestrian safety
 Minimize impacts to area residents and businesses
 Preserve parking capacity
 Improve freight mobility
 Enhance economic vitality
 Incorporate energy efficiencies/green technologies
 Improve gateway appearance
 Protect the historical character of the area
 Incorporate public input into the process and results

Study Elements
To study is divided into three main elements, each supported by
a Technical Report. The elements are:
1. Analysis of existing conditions (Project Discovery
Technical Memorandum);
2. Public outreach (Design Workshop and Concept
Development); and
3. Analysis of alternatives (Conceptual Design Report).
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Figure 1 – Study Are
ea
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A
Analysis of Exissting Condition
ns (Project Disccovery)
A review of existing
e
data was supplemented with
w field
o
observation to de
etermine the rele
evant characteristtics of the
ttransportation syystem, adjacent laand use, and physical
eenvironment. The key findings are listed herein.

L
Land Use
The City of Kingston is a long‐e
established urban
n environment.
TThe study area co
ontains a mix of laand uses includin
ng a senior
rresidence, church
h, park and nume
erous small comm
mercial
eestablishments. Several
S
vacant sto
orefronts exist an
nd in the area
immediately arou
und the intersection. Congestion and the overall
or in these vacanccies.
intersection desiggn may be a facto
R
Reconstruction of the intersection
n offers the opportunity to create
p
potential for rede
evelopment and infill
i
that that can
n be nourished byy
ggreater useable space
s
associated with intersection
n design and easie
er
aaccess for both ve
ehicles and pedestrians alike.
a
with trendss in traffic growth
h
The information on land use along
p
provides an unde
erstanding of how
w the distribution and character off
d
development affe
ects traffic and trravel patterns. It forms the basis of
o
likely future peakk hour volumes fo
or the intersection. The
o
opportunity for re
edevelopment with
w the area and the lack of a grid
p
pattern road netw
work to provide alternative
a
routess provided an
impetus for the study to examine long term redeve
elopment
p
patterns.
It is also notaable that there are number of surfface parking lots
aassociated with some of the larger uses such as the
e Ulster County
P
Probation Office, yet no public parking facilities. Figure 2
ssummarizes the land use composiition of the studyy area.

Figure 2 – Com
mposition of Land Use in Study Area

Enviro
onment
Thee study area is sittuated in a fully d
developed urban
environ
nment where virttually all of the natural setting hass been
displacced by structures,, pavement, and infrastructure su
uch as roads,
lightingg and utility lines . Environmental features of note include:



many of the
There are numeerous mature streeet trees along m
study area roaddways and landsccaped green spaces at the I‐
587 junction areea.



There are a num
mber of historic b
buildings in the sttudy area.
Those historic bbuildings which are on the National Register
of Historic Placees or potentially eligible for listingg are noted
on the Existing Land Use map an
nd listed in the taable below.
Two of these occcur on the corneers of the intersection of I‐
587 with the loccal streets.
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The studyy area is a gatewaay to the Stockad
de Historic Districct
with acce
ess from Albany Avenue
A
onto Clintton Avenue.



The only water‐bodies in the
t study area arre some unnamed
d
n either side of I‐5
587 north of the intersection
i
with
h
ponds on
Albany Avvenue and Broad
dway.



Considerable open space exists associated with the Esopus
d its flood plain and
a this offers an opportunity to
Creek and
connect the
t urban environ
nment with the open
o
space.



A short‐line recreation raiilroad passes thro
ough the study
area as well.
w
This provide
es an opportunityy for rail with traill
developm
ment.

T
Transportation
n

Figuree 3 – Geometric Conditions

The physical layout, or geome
etry, of a road influences the flow
o
of traffic and contributes to the de
egree of safety fo
or motorists,
b
bicyclists, and pedestrians. Factorrs such as numbe
er of lanes, lane
w
width, grade, curvature, and interrsection operations affect traffic
vvolume, capacity,, travel speed, co
ongestion, safety,, access to
p
property, and driver behavior. Figgures 3 and 4 illusstrate the
ggeometric conditions and operatio
onal issues on stu
udy area roads.

Figuure 4 – Operation
nal Issues
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pavement area,, affect signal tim
ming, and are generally less
desirable than rright angle interssections for thosee reasons.

Additional ob
bservations aboutt the transportation system are ass
ffollows:





Sightliness along intersection approaches are generally good
d
with the exception of Broaadway (northbou
und) approachingg
J
Street.
Albany Avvenue (eastbound) via East Saint James
Direction
nal signage for lan
ne assignments att Broadway
(northbound) approachingg Albany Avenue (westbound) is
dy committed (see
often nott visible until the driver has alread
Figure 5).

Figure 5 ‐ Approach to Allbany Avenue is confusing
c




Merging of lanees on both Albanyy Avenue and Bro
oadway
creates congesttion.



There is a prolifferation of signagge in the study arrea that
contributes to ddriver confusion.



Average Daily TTraffic (ADT) on sttudy area roads is between
15,300 and 18,8800 vehicles per day, of which abo
out 4% of
peak hour traffiic is made up by ttrucks (see Figuree 6).

Figure 6 ‐ Average Daily Trraffic in Study Arrea

Skewed intersections in th
he study area red
duce driver
estrian crossings, require more
visibility, have wider pede
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Sidewalks in the study are
ea are composed of various
wn with weeds
materialss and much of network is overgrow
and grasss. Some sections are raised from tree
t
roots. These
e
uneven and
a cluttered surffaces are addition
nal obstacles for
pedestriaans, especially tho
ose with disabilities or pushing
strollers.

Figure 8 – Bicyclist riding on sidewalk

Trafficc Operations
Existin
ng Conditions
Figure 7 ‐ Person riding in the
t roadway on Clinton
C
Avenue


The studyy area is difficult for the blind or visually
v
challenged
to navigaate. There are no
o audible pedestriian signals in the
corridor.



The majo
ority of bicyclists observed
o
in the study
s
area were
traveling on the sidewalk network. This is likely due to the
high trafffic volumes couplled with narrow lanes,
l
as well as a
lack of bicyclist and motorrist education.

Levvel of Service (LO
OS) is a measure o
of driver delay ressulting from
a comb
bination of factorrs including trafficc volume, road geeometry,
and traaffic signal operattions. LOS is desccribed by letter ggrades
rangingg from A (best) too F (worst). Resu
ults from the arterial LOS
analysis (see Table 1) inndicate that portions of Albany Avvenue and
way in the study aarea operate at LLOS F and traffic aaverages
Broadw
less thaan 10 mph duringg the peak hours of the day. The close
spacingg of the four sign alized intersectio
ons and the timin
ng of the
signals to provide amplee vehicle clearance time through the
ns. Details for thee individual
interseection affects the traffic operation
interseections are providded as follows:
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AM Peak
Hour
Speed
LOS
(mph)

PM Peak
Hour
Speed
LOS
(mph)

Roadway

Direction

Albany Ave.

Eastbound

6.1

F

7.1

E

Albany Ave.

Westbound

9.4

D

9.5

D

Broadway

Northbound

3.7

F

3.2

F



The result of vehicles spilling out beyond the lanes in which
they are assigned is a blockage of adjacent lanes and
intersections. When vehicle flow is blocked, the entire
system of intersections can fail, even if there is sufficient
capacity of each individual intersection to handle the
demand.

Table 1 ‐ Arterial Level‐of‐Service Summary (2010)




Albany Avenue at I‐587 North and South: Traffic operations
at these two intersections operate at LOS D or better except
for the intersection of Albany Avenue with the I‐587
northbound approach during the morning peak hour. The
high traffic demand northbound on Broadway in the
morning contributes to the intersection’s performance
which operates at LOS F. Vehicles on Broadway experience
approximately 5 minutes of delay as they either turn left
onto Albany Avenue westbound or continue to I‐587
northbound. The queue (stacking of cars) on Albany
Avenue westbound between the I‐587 northbound and
southbound approaches exceeds the available storage
capacity by about four vehicles.
Albany Avenue at Broadway North and South: Traffic
operations at these two intersections operate at LOS D or
better during the morning and afternoon peak hours. There
is a queue of approximately four vehicles on Albany Avenue
eastbound approaching Broadway southbound.
Additionally, the queue on the Broadway approach to
Albany Avenue eastbound exceeds the available storage
capcaity by about two vehicles.

Albany Avenue at Clinton Avenue: Traffic operations at this
intersection overall operate at LOS A during the morning
peak hour and LOS B during the afternoon peak hour. The
queue southbound on Clinton Avenue turning left onto
Albany Avenue exceeds available storage capacity by about
four vehicles.



A total of 149 accidents occurred over a three year period
with 71 injuries associated with those accidents. There
were no fatal accidents within the study area during this
three year period. A majority of accidents (59) were found
at the Albany Avenue/Broadway/I‐587 intersection. This
location also experienced the largest number of injuries
(30).

Future Conditions
A No‐Build alternative for intersection was modeled for future
conditions using anticipated development along the corridors and
traffic volume trends. The model year is 2035. Results from the
future No‐Build analysis are summarized below:


Vehicles travelling northbound on Broadway will experience
approximately twelve minutes of delay (seven minutes
more than under the existing condition) during the morning
peak hour and will experience approximately three minutes
of delay (two and a half minutes more than under the
existing condition) during the afternoon peak hour.
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The trave
el demand exceed
ds the lane capaccity for travelers
southbou
und on Clinton Avvenue for left turns onto Albany
Avenue; these
t
vehicles wiill experience sligghtly more than a
minute of delay.



Queuing will continue to worsen
w
on Albanyy Avenue
nd), Broadway no
orthbound, and
(eastbound and westboun
on Avenue south
hbound. Storage
the left‐turn lane on Clinto
capacity is already exceed
ded at some of th
hese approaches
d vehicle blockagge will continue to
o degrade
today and
operation
ns at the intersecction.



Albany Avvenue and Broad
dway will operate
e at an arterial LO
OS
E or LOS F during each peaak hour; arterial speeds
s
will
decrease as much as nineteen percent (19%) during the
morning peak hour and ass much as twentyy‐five percent
on peak hour.
(25%) during the afternoo

P
Public Involvem
ment
Public involve
ement for the stu
udy included an on‐line
o
survey,
tthree public meetings, and a three
e day design workshop with one‐
o
on‐one interactio
on with the consu
ultant team.

Figgure 9 – Survey rresponses on hou
urs of traffic conggestion
oking to the futurre, the survey ind
dicates that relievving
Loo
congesstion is the highesst priority for close to 50% of the
respon
ndents; however, it is important to
o note that over 5
50% of the
respon
ndents identified other goals to bee accomplished (ssee Figure
10).

P
Public Survey
An on‐line survey was designe
ed to provide input on the existingg
p
problems at the intersection as well as design conssiderations for itss
rreconstruction. The survey resultts for existing con
nditions traffic
p
profile closely mirrors those obserrved in the field. Figure 9
illustrates the acttual hourly trafficc profile against survey responses
o
on when traffic co
ongestion typicallly occurs.
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Directtion for the Futture – What Wee Heard

Figure 10 – Survvey responses on what intersectio
on improvements
should acccomplish

D
Design Worksh
hop
The design workshop
w
was a major
m
component of the Study. Th
he
w
workshop was he
eld in the study arrea and included an orientation
m
meeting with the
e TAC, interviews with landownerss and other
sstakeholders, and
d public meetingss. The discussion
n lead to a
b
broadening of the
e study to look be
eyond the immed
diate area of the
intersection and understand how travel and condittions here affect
o
other areas of the
e City including: Uptown,
U
the lenggth of Broadway,
o
open space and trails, and as far as
a the Rondout hiistoric area at the
e
w
waterfront. Soluttions for the intersection and beyyond were
d
developed in wayys that would serve the diverse traansportation and
d
ccommunity qualitty of life needs off the City as a wh
hole with all
rrecognizing that there
t
is a great opportunity to do so.

As the design team listened to the p
people of Kingston, and key
stakeho
olders in the studdy area, many common themes emerged.
The following is a summ
mary of the key id
deas expressed du
uring the
hop.
worksh
 Kingston comm
munity is proud o
of the City! Many folks who
attended one oof the workshop eevents expressed how proud
they are of Kinggston’s heritage aas well as its man
ny assets
including the suurrounding natural beauty of the aarea.
mprovements are not just about traffic. Some
 Intersection im
folks thought thhe traffic congesttion and hazards were a
huge problem aand some did nott. But everyone seeemed to
agree that the iintersection as a space was a “deaad zone” of
asphalt and graass that does not benefit the City iin the way
that it should. TThe intersection p
poses many conccerns that
are not traffic rrelated.
 This is the gateeway to Kingston. It was the general
consensus that the place where I‐587 enters Kinggston is
major entry poiint. It is a driver’ss first introduction to the
City – a doorwaay into the City en
nvironment. As such, it does
not serve the C ity well. It should
d be attractive, in
nviting and
welcoming.
 Mobility improovement is needeed for sustainabillity.
Sustainability iss the efficient usee of resources to meet the
needs of today’’s community wh
hile not sacrificingg the ability
of future generrations to enjoy th
he same resourcees. The
transportation network is a reso
ource. It must fun
nction well
for all users inc luding those on ffoot or bicycle. In
n order for
or both
the City of King ston to be a vibraant community fo
today’s commuunity and future ggenerations, the
transportation network and all m
modes of travel m
must
function well.
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A constrained network is good! A constrained network is
one that allows traffic to flow – but at lower speeds and
with room for other uses. An unconstrained network favors
traffic over people and the community’s sense of place.
There was a consensus that the quality of the intersection
area as a place should not be sacrificed to improve traffic
flow or handle an increasing number of cars.
A fix at one place should not create problems elsewhere.
There are a variety of things that could be done to ‘fix’ the I‐
587/Albany Avenue intersection, but if traffic flow is
changed there, it could easily move the congestion safety
issues to nearby intersections such as Albany Avenue at
Clinton Street, where there are also problems with traffic. It
was agreed that this is not a solution. Any solution must
take into account the entire local street network and the
City mobility needs as a whole, as all the parts are
interconnected.
Fulfill Kingston’s potential. Many stakeholders emphasized
that Kingston is a City in a strategic location with a wealth of
unrealized potential to thrive and be a destination.
Revitalizing Kingston is a significant goal for the community.
Aesthetics and sense of place are key goals. The I‐
587/Albany Avenue intersection should be an attractive
place with not only well designed streets, but landscaping,
streetscaping (such as attractive lighting and street art and
furniture) as well as complementary architecture, and well
placed attractive signage.
Respect the history, hidden potential, and historic and
natural assets of Kingston. The community agreed that as
solutions to traffic issues are developed, Kingston’s many
assets should be considered and taken into account.
Kingston streets should be complete streets – good for
pedestrians, bicyclists, buses, as well as cars. The
intersection solutions need to include bicycle lanes, traffic



calming (visual cues to encourage drivers to slow down),
well‐marked pedestrian crossings, a sound sidewalk system
and ease of travel for buses and fire trucks.
Improvements should include long and short term options.
Stakeholders suggested that the intersection plan include
short term things that are low cost and could be done
quickly and compliment the long term solution that may be
more costly.

Transportation Solutions
During the Design Workshop, the study team developed several
transportation concepts that attempt to address all of the feedback
from the community. These concepts are presented in the
following sections.

I-587 Conversion
The study team, together with the TAC, recognized that the I‐
587 corridor itself could be an important element of the overall
traffic solution. Conversion of I‐587 – the nation’s shortest
interstate ‐ to an arterial street would open up alternatives to
create additional street network to better serve this area of the
City, and over time, eliminate the current super‐block created by
the interstate. Current and projected total and peak hour volumes
on I‐587 can be sufficiently served using two travel lanes, which
offers the potential for bicycle and pedestrian facilities associated
with the remaining right of way that would provide access to
significant open space resources along the Esopus Creek. Even now
bicycle and pedestrian activity along the Interstate is observed,
even though it is an illegal activity. See Figure 11.
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Figure 11
1: Re‐designatingg I‐587 and expan
nding the street nnetwork
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E
Expanding the Street Network
k
Solving conge
estion along Albany and Clinton Avenues without
m
major impacts to property and community charactter requires an
eextension of the road network north of these two roads. Changing
tthe designation of
o I‐587 to State Road
R
587 and making a series of
n
new road connecctions provides alternate access to
o destinations
u
uptown. In turn, this alternate access alleviates traaffic pressure on
A
Albany and Clinto
on Avenues, and preserves capacitty for future
eeconomic growth
h in the city.

depth were a com
mpact
Thee two alternativees considered in d
signalizzed intersection ((see Figure 12) an
nd a mixed‐lane rroundabout.
The consensus among sstudy participantss and the consulttant team is
to replaace the existing ssignalized interseection with a mixeed‐lane
roundaabout. A roundabbout would impro
ove both vehiculaar and
pedestrian operations ffrom a congestion
n and safety persspective
option creates a more
over otther alternatives examined. This o
effectivve gateway for Kiingston and offerrs ample public sp
pace for
passivee recreation and tthe relocation off important city m
monuments.

Extending the
e block structure and street netwo
ork will provide
d
drivers with a varriety of travel rou
utes to their destiination and
b
balance traffic flo
ow through the network.
d network expanssion concept offe
ers an opportunitty
The proposed
tto re‐imagine how
w Kingston mightt be developed in
n the future.
FFigure 11 illustrattes a conceptual street network with
w the primary
sstreet network in
n red and a secondary, delivery network in blue. An
eextension of the street
s
grid would
d provide a consid
derable increase
in street frontage
e for additional de
evelopment.

IIntersection Reeconstruction
The intersecttion formed at the confluence of I‐‐587, Albany
A
Avenue, and Broaadway has outlassted its functional lifespan. The
intersection expe
eriences recurrent congestion during the peak
ttravel hours and is unfriendly to pedestrians
p
and bicyclists.
b
EEmergency respo
onse vehicles avoid the intersectio
on during the busy
h
hours of the day and find alternate routes through
h neighborhoods.
TTraffic accidents are frequent and
d sign clutter conttributes to driver
cconfusion.

Figure 12 – Compact Signaliized Intersection
n
ded roundabout
Figgure 13 illustratess the recommend
improvvement. The rounndabout option p
provides a cost efffective
solution with less estim
mated capital costts and lower operrating costs
than th
he compact signaalized alternative (see conceptual cost
estimates).
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Figure 13: Ren
ndering of the prroposed roundab
bout looking soutth from I‐587
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IImprovements to Albany Aven
nue
Many interse
ections along Albaany Avenue and Clinton
C
Avenue,
ssuch as Albany Avvenue/I‐587, Albaany Avenue/Clintton Avenue,
C
Clinton Avenue/M
Main Street, and Clinton Avenue/W
Westbrook Lane
aare at capacity du
uring the peak pe
eriod which is dem
monstrated by th
he
long vehicle queu
ues at these interrsections. Of thesse, only the
intersection of Albany Avenue and
d I‐587 can be im
mproved without
p
property acquisition and/or elimin
nation of on‐stree
et parking. Mino
or
improvements may be possible att other locations to
t improve
p
pedestrian mobility or perhaps ve
ehicle flow; however, given the
h
historic context of
o the Uptown Sto
ockade, significan
nt expansion of
intersections alon
ng Clinton Avenue is not recomme
ended.
ere pedestrians cross Albany
There are maany locations whe
A
Avenue between the I‐587 interse
ection and Clinton
n Avenue. The
ffollowing refinem
ments to Albany Avenue
A
to better accommodate
tthis pedestrian de
emand are as follows and illustratted in Figure 14 on
o
tthe following pagge.

Figure 15 – Ovverhead signs com
mmunicate speed
d to drivers

Request
R
a design exception from the
t NY
1.
Department of Transportaation to eliminate
e all of the large
d signs. Review all other signs with a goal to reducce
overhead
the numb
ber and improve clarity and wayfinding. For
example,, the proliferation
n of ‘No Parking’ signs should be
immediattely reconsidered
d and signs elimin
nated in areas
where there is little reason to park due of a lack of
A option is to ad
dd a ‘No Parking
immediatte destinations. An
Beyond This
T Point’ sign to the end of the defined parking
areas. Figgures 15 and 16 illustrate
i
the issu
ues with signage in
the studyy area.

Figure 16 – Sign clutter leaads to driver con
nfusion
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Figure 14: Imp
provements alon
ng Albany Avenuee
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2. Relocate the crosswalk across Albany Avenue west of I‐587
intersection to the intersection. Where this relocated
crosswalk crosses Broadway add pedestrian crossing signs
to help highlight the pedestrian crossing. Also the addition
of pedestrian crossing signals to the crosswalk across
Broadway south of St James Street should have pedestrian
crossing signs added to both parts of the crosswalk.
3. Upgrade the signalized pedestrian crossing Maiden Lane,
with bulb outs on both sides, new signs, preferably post
mounted signals that are closer to the driver’s eye and
pedestrians, which would not require the driver to take his
eyes away from a pedestrian to look into the signal in the
air.
4. Provide a signalized pedestrian crossing across Albany
Avenue between the Governor Clinton building and the
Dialysis Center that includes bulb outs on both sides, a
raised pedestrian refuge in the middle and post mounted
signs with a signal in the pedestrian refuge.
5. Realigning the pedestrian crosswalk on Albany Avenue, east
side of Clinton Avenue, as shown on the attached diagrams.

Conceptual Cost Estimates

Compact Signalized Alternative
Pavement
Drainage
Curbs & Sidewalks
Street Lighting
Grass & Landscaping
Maintenance & Protection of Traffic
Traffic Signal
Contingencies (+/- 20%)

$ 1,500,000
$ 1,200,000
$ 725,000
$ 500,000
$
75,000
$ 150,000
$ 100,000
$ 950,000
$ 5,200,000
Table 2 – Compact signalized intersection concept cost estimate

Roundabout Alternative
Pavement
Drainage
Curbs & Sidewalks
Street Lighting
Grass & Landscaping
Maintenance & Protection of Traffic
Traffic Signal
Contingencies (+/- 20%)

$ 1,400,000
$ 1,000,000
$ 600,000
$ 500,000
$ 125,000
$ 150,000
$
$ 750,000
$ 4,525,000
Table 3 – Mixed roundabout concept cost estimate

The estimated construction cost for the Compact Signalized
Intersection alternative is $5,200,000 and $4,525,000 for the
Roundabout. The estimated construction cost for the
improvements to Albany Avenue is $640,000.
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Albany Avenue Improvements
Pavement
Drainage
Curbs & Sidewalks
Street Lighting
Grass & Landscaping
Maintenance & Protection of Traffic
Traffic Signal
Contingencies (+/- 20%)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

15,000
250,000
110,000
30,000
15,000
100,000
120,000
640,000

Table 4 – Albany Avenue improvements concept cost estimate

Implementation Timeframe
The I‐587/Albany/Broadway Intersection is currently scheduled
for reconstruction in 2016. A detailed engineering design of the
recommended roundabout improvement will need to be completed
prior to that. It is recommended that the UCTC perform a peer
review of the NYSDOT design to ensure that the City of Kingston’s
requirements, as documented in this report, are satisfied.

Within the next five years, improvements to Albany Avenue west of
the I‐587/Albany/Broadway Intersection should be designed and
constructed. Intersections along Clinton Avenue must also be
considered when designing the I‐587/Albany/Broadway
Intersection. In addition to the pedestrian improvements
recommended in this study, additional signal operational
improvements may be necessary to achieve optimal traffic flow
along Albany Avenue.
In the longer‐term, new streets should be developed to relieve
pressure along Albany Avenue and create new opportunities for
economic development in the City. The most important connection
is the extension of John Street to Westbrook Lane to SR‐587 (I‐587).
Additional streets should be developed over time and in concert
with land development plans.
Finally, it is important to note that the either the roundabout
option or the compact signalized intersection will still function
without providing additional street network or downgrading I‐587
to an arterial street; however without such improvements traffic
pressure on Albany Avenue will remain problematic.

In the near‐term, the City should apply for a design exception
with the NYSDOT to remove the large, overhead signs and reduce
any extraneous signage at the intersection. This is an essential first
step toward making the intersection more pedestrian‐friendly.
Also beginning immediately, the City should engage the NYSDOT
and FHWA on de‐designating I‐587. This is an important component
of the long‐term vision of the city and necessary for a sustainable
transportation solution in the long‐term. Because of the
complexities of dealing with multiple agencies, these discussions
should be ongoing while other improvements are moving forward.
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